
Farmhand Nutrients
Product Specifications & Use Guide

A Complete Nutritional Program

The Farmhand nutrient line consists of 3 separate nutrient packages: form,
grow and bloom.

When growing leafy greens, Farmhand form and grow or grow RO are
meant to be used as a 2 part formulation. Farmhand form and grow or grow
RO work together to provide an evenly-balanced ratio of all macro and micro
nutrients promoting rapid growth and tissue development in your plants.

We also offer farmhand grow for reverse osmosis treated water (Farmhand
grow RO). With a reduced-nitrogen formula, grow RO is specially designed
for reverse osmosis irrigation and requires a higher ratio of form to grow.

When growing flowering plants, Farmhand bloom replaces grow or grow
RO and is used with Farmhand form as a 2 part formulation. Similar to
Farmhand grow, bloom provides a slightly modified nutrient package
designed to increase overall plant yield and promote flowering.

Note: Farmhand grow or grow RO or Farmhand bloom should be used in conjunction with
Farmhand form but these should not be used together.

Farmhand form is the primary source of nitrogen and also contains the calcium and magnesium
in the formulation.

Farmhand grow and grow RO contain the majority of other macro and micro nutrients needed
for healthy vegetative growth.

Farmhand bloom is a high-phosphorus and potassium flowering plant water-soluble product
meant to be used with Farmhand Form.

Note: Farmhand grow, grow RO and bloom contain EDDHA iron which has a naturally intense
red color. The color is actually the result of an electron traveling between the iron ion and the
chelate which helps stabilize the iron and make it more available to plants. This natural property
will cause your nutrient water to be dark red after dosing with Farmhand Grow. This is
completely normal and is not a dye.

Specifically Formulated



Farmhand grow contains a proprietary biodegradable nutrient availability enhancer developed
from polyaspartic acid that has been researched and agronomically proven to increase yields in
over 900 trials and over 40 crops across the world.

Due to its molecular structure, this nutrient availability enhancer has the ability to function as a
humectant, which results in reduced precipitation in irrigation water, and thereby reduced
clogging and plugging of irrigation lines and emitters. The farmhand form, grow and bloom
nutrient line offers a complete nutritional program tailored specifically for use in the Greenery,
Greenery S and LGM for a wide variety of crops.

Mixing Instructions

Farmhand form and farmhand grow, grow RO and bloom are used at different concentrations.
The mixing description below creates two stock concentrates of grow, grow RO or bloom and
form that will then be added directly to your nutrient dosing tanks.

For the sake of simplicity, we have assigned Farmhand form to the “Nutrient A” or “Nutrient 1”
dosing tank and Farmhand grow, grow RO or bloom to the “Nutrient B” or “Nutrient 2” dosing
tank.

Note: If you are switching from any other nutrient line to Farmhand nutrients, it is important to
flush your system first. For instructions on how to do this, please refer to the article “Switching to
Farmhand Nutrients”.

It is recommended that distilled water is used to create this concentrated nutrient stock however
if distilled water is not available, tap water can also be used. It is recommended that you mix 1
gallon of stock at a time to avoid leaving large amounts of solution stagnant and vulnerable to
mold growth.

Note: Similar to most A+B nutrients, grow, grow RO or bloom and form must be mixed
separately and should never come into contact with each other in their concentrated form or
solids may precipitate over time.

Step 1: Mix a fixed amount of each dry formula with 1 gallon of water.

Farmhand grow, grow RO or bloom: Mix 0.5 lbs of dry formula in 1 gallon of water.

Farmhand form: Mix 2.5 lbs of dry mix in 1 gallon of water

To mix, fill up ¼ of your gallon jug with hot (not boiling) water, add the dry formula, and
shake/stir to combine. Then, fill up the remaining ¾ of the container with cold water. Use
separate jugs for grow and form. There should be no need to strain or filter the solution before
use, but if you’re noticing sediment build up, strain with cheesecloth as needed.



Step 2: Pour into your nutrient dosing tanks

Pour your concentrated stock solution of Farmhand form into Nutrient Dosing tank 1 or “A”, pour
Farmhand grow, grow RO or bloom into Nutrient Dosing tank 2 or “B”.

Step 3: Adjust your nutrient dosing amounts for each nutrient

Adjust your nutrient dosing levels to the increments listed below.

For all LGM or Greenery models before the Greenery S:

In farmhand navigate to “Program” in the upper right and find these settings in the “Dosing
Parts” section on the left.

On your Agrowtek touchscreen follow the path Menu>Controls>Dosing>Nutrient>Dosing
Parts>Zone 1

Next, adjust your dosing amounts.

If you are using Farmhand grow:

● For Farmhand form (Nutrient A) set your main tank dose to 32 ml/dose. For your
seedling tank, set this to 16 ml/dose.

● For Farmhand grow (Nutrient B) set your main tank dose to 100 mL/dose.  For your
seedling tank, set this to 50 ml/dose.

If you are using Farmhand grow RO:

● For Farmhand form (Nutrient A) set your main tank dose to 44 ml/dose. For your
seedling tank, set this to 16 ml/dose.

● For Farmhand grow (Nutrient B) set your main tank dose to 100 mL/dose.  For your
seedling tank, set this to 50 ml/dose.

If you are using Farmhand bloom:

● For Farmhand form (Nutrient A) set your main tank dose to 24 ml/dose. For your
seedling tank, set this to 16 ml/dose.

● For Farmhand grow (Nutrient B) set your main tank dose to 100 mL/dose.  For your
seedling tank, set this to 50 ml/dose.

Regularly check your Farmhand grow, grow RO or bloom dosing tank and mix a new gallon
once it is nearing empty. You will run through Part B quicker than through part A.

For the Greenery S:



Please contact the support team at support@freighfarms.com to adjust your nutrient dosing
settings to the appropriate amount.

Storage Instructions

It is recommended that you mix these nutrients 1 lb at a time to prevent microbial growth. This
mix has no preservatives, which means that microbial growth is always a possibility. If you do
decide to mix the entire 5 lbs at once in a 5 gallon bucket, storing these solutions in cooler
temperatures can slow microbial growth, but it is not a perfect solution.

Mold growth on your nutrient solution stock will not affect your plants’ growth, but it will leech
nutrients from the solution and make it less potent. It also has the potential to cause clogs in the
system.


